Introduction Thermal taster status (TTS) is determined when the tongue is cooled or warmed, whereby thermal tasters (TT) experience a taste sensation while thermal nontasters (TnT) do not. The literature suggests that TT experience greater responsiveness (higher intensity ratings) to orosensory stimuli; however, small sample sizes and differences in classification schemes between studies confound our understanding of TTS. In addition, up to 50% of individuals (nonclassifiables, NC) have been excluded from previous studies and have yet to be characterized. Methods Raw responses to the thermal-elicitation procedure were used to determine the TTS of the same participants using four published classification schemes, and concordance between the schemes was examined using Fleiss' kappa. Using a large convenience sample (n = 708), we tested for differences in orosensory (ANOVA) and temperature (Mann-Whitney U) responsiveness between TT, TnT, and NC. Results TT are more responsive than TnT to both orosensations and temperature changes, regardless of the classification method used despite only moderate concordance between the schemes. Overall, the orosensory and temperature responsiveness of NC is intermediate to that of TT and TnT. However, the responses of NC are not homogeneous and subgroups are identified. Conclusions The trend of TT being more responsive to orosensory and temperature stimuli is confirmed. The responsiveness patterns of NC subgroups suggest they are misclassified TT and TnT, and can be included in future studies examining thermal tasting. Implications TTS is an important source of individual differences in orosensory responsiveness, and our findings inform best practices for thermal elicitation and classification.
Introduction
Individual differences in the perception of oral sensations exist and influence the development of food preferences, food intake, and health-related outcomes (reviewed in : Tepper 2008; Garcia-Bailo et al. 2009; Hayes et al. 2013) . Thermal taster status (TTS), a taste phenotype reported in literature and source of individual variation, is determined when the tongue is cooled or warmed (Cruz and Green 2000) . This produces a thermally induced taste sensation in thermal tasters (TT) but no taste response in thermal nontasters (TnT, Green and George 2004) . A third group of individuals (NC, nonclassifiable or uncategorizable) cannot readily be classified as TT or TnT and have been excluded from most previous studies.
While TTS responses are reproducible across multiple trials (Skinner et al. 2018) , the mechanisms underlying TTS have yet to be fully elucidated. It is currently unknown if the thermally induced tastes experienced by TT are due to a central gain and/or peripheral mechanism. TRPM5 has been suggested as a possible peripheral mediator of thermal sweetness. TRPM5 is a heat-activated cation channel that is highly expressed in taste receptor cells (Talavera et al. 2005) . Importantly, the gustatory nerve response of Trpm5 knockout mice is reduced compared to that of wild-type mice (Talavera et al. 2005 ). In addition, sweetness has been reported by TT during warming to temperature that can also activate TRPM5 (Skinner et al. 2018) . Using fMRI, elevated cortical activation of taste brain regions of humans was found in TT compared to TnT when tasting sweet solutions with varying concentration of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ). As CO 2 increased, cortical activation of taste, somatosensory and reward areas of the brain increased in TnT but only the somatosensory regions increased for TT (Hort et al. 2016) . Differences in the activation of the taste regions of the brain in both TT and TnT suggest a crosswiring of receptors in TT at the periphery (Hort et al. 2016 ). Green and George (2004) propose that TTS is not mediated by innervation density as three different cranial nerves were tested for orosensory responsiveness, yielding similar results. No difference in salivary flow rate and fungiform papillae density was found between TT and TnT, suggesting that neither is involved in TT (Bajec and Pickering 2008) .
Taste Advantage
Interestingly, TT rate the intensity of suprathreshold tastants (sweet, sour, salty, bitter and umami) elicited in aqueous solution higher than TnT across multiple locations of the mouth (front/back of the tongue, soft palate) using a whole mouth sip and spit protocol (Green and George 2004) . While not always significant, the trend of increased responsiveness, defined here as higher intensity ratings, of TT to basic tastes compared to TnT has been confirmed in other studies (Green et al. 2005; Bajec and Pickering 2008; Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) . The relationship between TTS and taste thresholds is less clear, as TT had a significantly lower detection threshold for sucrose but not NaCl or caffeine (Yang et al. 2014) .
Generally, TT are more responsive than TnT to complex stimuli intensity including capsaicin (Yang et al. 2014) , ethanol (Small-Kelly and Pickering 2019), alum-an astringent (Bajec and Pickering 2008) , and iron (II) sulphate-a metallic stimulus (Bajec and Pickering 2008) . TT were also better able to discriminate CO 2 levels in sucrose solutions than TnT when the CO 2 level was high (Hort et al. 2016) . In contrast, no significant differences were found between phenotypes for the intensity of taste and chemesthetic attributes elicited by capsaicin and menthol when presented on either the tongue or the vermillion border of the lip (Green et al. 2005) . Also, detection thresholds for both N-ethyl-2-isopropyl-5methylcyclohexanecarboxamide (WS3)-a trigeminal stimulant-and capsaicin did not differ with TTS (Yang et al. 2014) .
While the differences in responsiveness between TT and TnT in aqueous solutions are of interest, such solutions are not representative of normal food and beverages; these have been examined in further studies. TT rated the individual orosensations (taste and chemesthetic) and overall intensities elicited by beer (Pickering et al. 2010a; Small-Kelly and Pickering 2019) and wine (Pickering et al. 2010b ) higher than did TnT. TT also report experiencing taste sensations more frequently over time when consuming de-alcoholised beer (Mitchell et al. 2018) . Additionally, TT have a lower difference threshold for tartaric acid in a neutral white wine than TnT, with a similar nonsignificant trend observed for sucrose but not quinine (Pickering and Kvas 2016) . The findings for sampled foods are more equivocal. Pickering and Klodnicki (2016) found no differences in intensity scores for the dominant orosensations elicited by a range of 15 solid food items, while TT tended to give higher intensity ratings to sampled foods than TnT in , although this only reached significance for bitter items. The weaker relationship between TTS and the perception of sampled foods compared to beverages may be the result of small sample sizes, although have speculated that liquids may be better able to activate the thermal taster Badvantage^by recruiting more receptors within the oral cavity.
Texture and bitterness may account for differences in food preference between TT and TnT (Bajec and Pickering 2010; Pickering and Klodnicki 2016) . Self-reported liking of soft and bitter foods was higher for TnT than TT in Bajec and Pickering (2010) , a trend that is mirrored for sampled food liking (Pickering and Klodnicki 2016) . In contrast, wine and beer preferences were not associated with TTS (Pickering et al. 2010a, b; Yang et al. 2018 ). Small sample sizes may have contributed to null results, masking an association between TTS and food preferences. The inclusion of power statistics in future research would allow for greater confidence in interpreting the results. In addition to more traditional hedonic ratings, food products can also be discriminated by measuring emotional responses (Meiselman 2015) . After consuming commercial beer samples, TT rated six of out ten emotional categories higher than TnT (Yang et al. 2018) . Further research is required to determine if this trend extends to other food and beverage products.
Overall, the literature suggests that TT may have an advantage in the perception of orosensations compared to TnT, and importantly, there are no reports of TnT rating orosensations in aqueous solutions, beverages, or food as more intense than TT. However, as many of the results are not significant, it is unclear if the studies were simply underpowered due to small sample sizes (typically 40-100), or instead the reported differences between TT and TnT are spurious findings.
Temperature and Scale Use
The intensity of warming the tongue from 15 to 35-40°C is rated higher by TT than TnT (Bajec and Pickering 2008; Hort et al. 2016) . Contrasting results for cooling the tongue from 35 to 5°C are reported with TT being more (Bajec and Pickering 2008) or equally (Hort et al. 2016) responsive to cooling than TnT. TT also rated warm and cold aqueous stimuli higher than TnT when applied to the tongue with a cotton swab (Yang et al. 2014) . Together, this suggests TT may be more responsive to both changing and fixed temperatures compared to TnT within the oral cavity. However, no difference in the perception of static temperatures applied to the palm or vermillion border of the lip has been reported (Green and George 2004) .
Scale use differences between TT and TnT have not been directly examined in the literature. Green and George (2004) propose that the equivalent ratings of fixed temperatures on nongustatory sites given by TT and TnT suggest that differences in orosensory responsiveness between TT and TnT are not an artifact of scale use; rather, mechanistic differences likely underlie the thermal tasting phenomenon. However, variation in scale use is widely acknowledged in the sensory and psychophysical literature, attributable to a range of cultural, psychological, and biological factors, with the latter including taste phenotype (Bartoshuk et al. 2002) . Therefore, the lack of difference in scale use between TT and TnT should be tested directly.
Methodological Differences
Methodological differences exist across labs and studies in how TTS is determined (Table 1) . Full details of the TTS elicitation procedures are included in the BMaterials and Methods^section. Key differences in approaches are the number of locations tested on the tongue, the size of the probe, and the number of trials performed. Most studies test for a thermal response in three locations on the tongue (tip, 1-cm to the left, 1-cm to the right). However, four studies only tested one location, the tip of the tongue (Yang et al. 2014 (Yang et al. , 2018 Hort et al. 2016; Skinner et al. 2018) . Three different probe sizes were used to elicit temperature changes ranging from 28.26 mm 2 (Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) to 256 mm 2 (Skinner et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2018 ) with all other studies using a 64-mm 2 probe. Two replicates, where one replicate is defined as one trial for each combination of temperature regime and location tested, were performed in most studies. Skinner et al. (2018) modified the protocol by adding a third replicate in order to retest when trials from the first two replicates where inconsistent. In contrast, the first two studies on TTS used one full replicate and, if necessary, a second replicate to confirm the presence of a thermally induced taste (Green and George 2004; Green et al. 2005 ). Green and George (2004) were the first to classify participants into TT and TnT. Participants were classified as TT if they reported a taste sensation above Bweak^on the gLMS that could be confirmed after re-testing under the same conditions. All other participants were classified as TnT. Bajec and Pickering (2008) modified the criteria by classifying participants as TT if they reported the same taste above Bweak^at the same location and using the same temperature regime in duplicate assessments. Participants who did not report any taste sensations across all twelve runs were classified as TnT, while all other participants were excluded from testing and were considered a new group, nonclassifiables (NC). All subsequent studies adopted Bajec and Pickering (2008) definitions of TnT and NC (if reported), while the definitions of TT were modified as follows in four studies. Skinner et al. (2018) modified the definition of TT in two ways; no minimum intensity was enforced for the thermally induced tastes and the same taste needed to be reported in only 2 or 3 of the warming and/or cooling trials. Hort et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2018) classified participants as TT if they reported any combination of tastes above Bweak^during both warming and/or both cooling trials. Using a more conservative approach, Yang et al. (2014) classified participants as TT if they reported any taste sensation above Bweak^during all four trials. Differences in methodology and classification criteria raise concern about the validity of comparing results across studies.
The classification schemes also differed in the thermally induced tastes that were considered valid. Early studies (Green and George 2004; Green et al. 2005 ) considered reports of sweetness, sourness/acidity, saltiness, and/or bitterness valid, and used these measurements when determining TTS. Subsequent studies expanded the list of valid thermally elicited tastes/orosensations to include umami/savory (all), metallic (all), spicy (Yang et al. 2014; Skinner et al. 2018) , tingly (Yang et al. 2014) , and/or minty (Hort et al. 2016; Skinner et al. 2018 ). More research is required to determine the significance of differences in the thermally elicited tastes reported by TT, but is beyond the scope of this manuscript.
Nonclassifiable Participants
NC have always been excluded from studies as part of the initial screening process and have yet to be characterized. NC report purported thermally induced taste sensations during thermal elicitation; however, these sensations are rated at low intensity or are not reproducible (Bajec and Pickering 2008; Yang et al. 2014) . Thus, it is not known if NC represent a distinct phenotypical sub-group of TT, or if they are simply TT or TnT that have been misclassified. Furthermore, the orosensory and temperature responsiveness of this group is not known despite the fact that they may represent up to 50% of the population (Pickering and Klodnicki 2016) . Table 1 Methodological and classification approaches used to determine thermal taster status (TT thermal taster, TnT thermal nontaster, NC nonclassifiable) Green et al. (2005) were tested using the same methodology as Green and George (2004) but only participants reporting sweet thermal taste during warming were retained b Participants were classified as BTnT^if they reported experiencing an Bother^taste sensation that when described was heat related (e.g., spicy, hot peppers), cold related (e.g., minty, menthol), or a mouthfeel (e.g., drying, tingling) c Participants recruited by Yang et al. (2018) were tested using the same methodology as Hort et al. (2016) except that a larger probe was used (256 mm 2 square)
Scheme letter and article

Other Considerations
Another important taste phenotype is PROP taster status, which measures an individual's response to the bitter compound, 6-n -propylthiouracil (PROP). Individuals are classified into three groups; PROP nontasters (pNTs) for whom PROP elicits little or no sensation, PROP medium-tasters (pMTs) for whom PROP elicits a mildly bitter sensation, and PROP super-tasters (pSTs) for whom PROP elicits a highly bitter sensation (Bartoshuk et al. 1999) . PROP taste intensity has been found in several studies to be a useful proxy for general orosensory responsiveness (e.g., Bartoshuk et al. 1994; Prescott et al. 2001; Fischer et al. 2014) , much like TTS, raising the question of whether the phenotypes are linked. Indeed, Yang et al. (2014) reported that within pMTs, TT rated taste, trigeminal, and aroma stimuli intensity higher than TnT, with the opposite trend observed for pSTs. Noteworthy however are the low cell numbers in some of these analyses, with, for instance, only 9 pSTs TnT. Significant interactions were also found in the emotional responses of participants to sampled beer. Within TnT, individuals classified as pST felt more content, tame/safe, and curious than individuals classified as pNT. However, within TT, no corresponding difference was found (Yang et al. 2018) . In contrast, evidence for the independence of the phenotypes is suggested by the absence of interaction between PTS and TTS for intensity scores for orosensations elicited by both aqueous solutions (Bajec and Pickering 2008) and wine (Pickering et al. 2010b ). Re-examining the relationship between TTS and PTS for orosensory responsiveness in a much larger sample should provide additional clarity on this question and is a secondary objective of the current study.
Study Aims
The primary aim of this study is to more fully investigate TTS and its classification in a large sample (n = 708). The study and corresponding aims are structured into three parts:
1. To compare responsiveness (orosensory, temperature, PROP), scale use, and demographic characteristics of TT and TnT. 2. To determine the concordance between previously published TTS classification methods and implications for orosensory responsiveness patterns. 3. To characterize the orosensory and temperature responsiveness of NC to inform how they should be treated in future research.
Materials and Methods
Participants A convenience sample of 815 participants was recruited from BrockUniversity and the surrounding community in eleven recruitment drives (Bcohorts^). Incentive for participation was offered in the form of entry into a monetary/gift card draw or participation credit towards select courses. Informed consent was obtained from all individual participants and all procedures were cleared by the Brock Research Ethics Board. One hundred seven participants were excluded for failing to appropriately use scales during training (see BScales^section for further details).
A final sample size of 708 participants was retained with a mean age of 25.5 years ± 9.6 SD (range 17-75). The sample consisted of 223 males, 484 females, and 1 individual of undisclosed gender. Ethnicity was assessed according to the method in Bajec and Pickering (2008) ; 550 participants identified as Caucasian, 155 identified as Non-Caucasian (29 Chinese, 19 South Asian, 10 South East Asian, 26 Black, 5 Filipino, 1 Japanese, 12 Latin American, 7 Arab, 5 Aboriginal and 41 Other/Mixed Race), and 3 participants did not disclose an ethnicity. A summary of the demographic information by cohort is included in (Appendix, Table S1 ).
As the sample was obtained from multiple recruitment drives performed over several years, minor differences in the methods used exist across the cohorts. These differences reflect changes in best practices, as informed by the developing sensory and thermal tasting literature and differences in study aims across the cohorts. Differences between the methods and materials used for each cohort are summarized in the subsequent sections and in Tables 2 and S2 (Appendix).
Scales
Two intensity scales, the generalized visual analogue scale (gVAS) and the generalized labeled magnitude scale (gLMS), were used for data collection (Bartoshuk et al. 2002 . All scale data was collected on paper. The gVAS is a vertical scale anchored with BNS-No Sensationâ t the bottom (0 mm) and with BSE-Strongest sensation of any kind that you have ever Experienced^at the top (100 mm). In addition, the scale is divided into 4 equal segments by three marks (25 mm, 50 mm and 75 mm). The gLMS is a vertical scale anchored with BNo Sensation^at the base (0 mm) and BStrongest Imaginable^at the top (100 mm). Other terms on the scale include BBarely Detectable^(1.5 mm), BWeak^(6 mm), BModerate( 17 mm), BStrong^(35 mm), and BVery Strong^(53 mm).
Participants were asked to use the anchor terms as they would in their daily life and to rate sensations on both scales by marking a single horizontal line where appropriate. Prior to the collection of psychophysical data, participants were provided with both oral and written instruction on use of the scales. All participants were trained on scale use by rating five to fifteen remembered sensations (Bajec and Pickering 2008) . As no psychophysical data was collected using the gVAS for Cohort 6, no training for the gVAS was provided to them. In order to screen for appropriate scale use, participants were required to rate Bthe pain of biting your tonguem ore intensely than the Btouch sensation of a pill on your tongue^on both the gLMS and gVAS. This approach assumes that the sensations are not perceptually equivalent despite being from different modalities, and follows similar approaches used with sound-related remembered sensations (Cruickshanks et al. 2009 ) and solutions of different concentrations (Galindo-Cuspinera et al. 2009 ). One hundred seven participants from Cohorts 1-5 and 7-11 did not use the scales appropriately and were excluded. Participants from Cohort 6 did not rate the Btouch sensation of a pill on your tongue^so they could not be screened for appropriate scale use. All Cohort 6 participants were included in the study despite this limitation.
Orosensory Responsiveness
The primary purpose of collecting orosensory responsiveness data was to familiarize participants with prototypical tastants for later identification during TTS elicitation. Table 2 provides a full description of the tastants and concentrations used for each cohort. All cohorts were familiarized with sweet, sour, and bitter (n = 708). Other oral sensations included salty (n = 592, Cohorts 4-11), umami (n = 580, Cohorts 1-5 and 7-11), metallic (n = 362, Cohorts 5-7, 10, and 11), and astringent (n = 349, Cohorts 1-3, 6, and 11). All solutions were prepared volumetrically in pure water (Millipore RiOs 16 Reverse Osmosis System, MA, USA) or distilled water and refrigerated when not in use. Solutions were discarded within 7 days (sweet, sour, salty) or 48 h (bitter, umami). Metallic and astringent solutions were prepared within 3 h of testing. All solutions were presented in a randomized order and at room temperature.
Initially, participants were presented with 20 ml of each solution in medicine cups or clear wine glasses labeled with the identity of the solution and asked to swish each solution on their palate for 5 s before expectorating. Participants waited a further 10 s before rating the maximum intensity of the elicited sensation on a gLMS (Cohort 6) or gVAS (Cohorts 1-5, 7-11) (Bajec and Pickering 2008) . Participants were asked to follow the above instructions, but the exact timings were not formally monitored. Each solution was tasted in a randomized sequence and participants rinsed with filtered water (Brita, ON, Canada) prior to and after each solution but no specific interstimulus interval was enforced. In order to minimize potential carry over effects, soda crackers (Cohorts 5, 7, 10, and 11) or a 5 g/L pectin solution (Cohorts 1-3, 6) were provided as palate cleansers, but no additional palate cleanser was provided to Cohort 4. Participants then repeated the above procedure using blind-coded samples presented in re-randomized order. In addition to rating the maximum intensity of the sensation elicited for each sample, they were asked to identify the sensation. If participants were unable to successfully identify the blind-coded solutions, the entire procedure was repeated (Cohorts 5, 7, 10, and 11). Cohorts 1, 8, and 9 only repeated the second half of the procedure with the blind-coded samples. Cohorts 2-4 did not repeat the procedure in the event of a failure to correctly identify the orosensations. As this study used a large sample, incorrect identification of the blind-coded solutions was not used as an exclusion criterion. Differences in the protocols used to obtain orosensory responsiveness scores necessitated the conversion of raw scores to z-scores (see BData Treatment^). As a result, quantification of the magnitude of any differences between cohorts is not possible. However, we believe the relative differences in orosensory responsiveness between TTS groups, especially in light of the large sample size, are nonetheless informative.
Thermal Taste Status Determination
Thermal stimulation was performed using a 64-mm 2 computer-controlled Peltier device with a thermocouple feedback attached to a toothbrush-sized water-circulated heat sink (thermode). Prior to use, the thermode was rinsed with 70% ethanol (Commercial Alcohols, ON, Canada) and wrapped in a fresh piece of plastic wrap (Compliments, ON, Canada). We employed the thermal taste eliciting procedures of Bajec and Pickering (2008) . Two different cycles were used: a warming cycle and a cooling cycle. Warming cycles started at 35°C, then cooled to 15°C before final re-warming to 40°C and holding for 1 s. Since only the warming portion of the cycle was of interest, participants were asked to rate the maximum intensity of sensations during the re-warming phase of the cycle (from 15 to 40°C). For convenience, a beep signaled the beginning of this period. Cooling cycles started at 35°C, subsequently cooling to 5°C and holding for 10 s. Since no warming occurs during this cycle, participants were asked to rate the maximum intensity of sensations through the entire cycle. For both cycles, all temperature transitions occurred at approximately 1°C/s.
Prior to collection of TTS responses, participants underwent training runs to become familiar with the temperature cycles and the thermode. Cohorts 1-5 and 7-11 rated the maximum intensity of both warming and cooling trials on gLMS when the thermode was applied to the palm and vermillion border of the bottom lip. Cohorts 1-3 performed this task in duplicate, with all other cohorts completing the task only once. Cohort 6 was familiarized with the thermode by rating the temperature and any taste sensations elicited by the thermode when applied at 37°C for 10 s on the tongue tip.
Three locations on the edge of the tongue were tested for each participant: the very tip of tongue along the midline, 1 cm to the left from the midline, and 1 cm to the right from the midline. A total of 12 runs was performed for each participant in two blocks. Each block consisted of 3 warming cycles (one per location) followed by 3 cooling cycles (one per location) with no minimum interstimulus breaks between runs. A minimum 3-min break was taken between blocks. After each run, participants were provided with a new ballot with individual gLMSs labeled Bheat^or Bcold^, Bsweet^, Bsalty^, Bsour^, Bbitter^, and Bother^. Participants then rated the maximum intensity of any sensations perceived using the corresponding scales. The ballot used by participants in Cohorts 5, 7, 10, and 11 included two additional gLMSs (Bumami^and Bmetallic^). In order to mitigate response bias, prior to testing, participants were told that not all individuals will experience taste sensations, that the sensations experienced may or may not vary across runs, and that the researcher was equally interested in those who do and do not perceive taste sensations (Green and George 2004; Green et al. 2005 ).
PROP Determination
Most participants (Cohorts 1-3, 5, 7-8, and 10-11) rinsed with a 10 ml aqueous solution of 3.2 mM 6-npropylthiouracil (PROP) for 5 s prior to expectoration. After a 10-s wait, participants rated the maximum intensity of the sensation on a gLMS. PROP responsiveness was always measured at the end of a session to reduce possible carryover effects. Using the same sip and spit protocol, Cohorts 4 and 9 rinsed with 20 ml of 3.2 mM PROP and Cohort 6 rinsed with 20 ml of 0.32 mM PROP (Table S2 ).
Data Treatment
Normality and equality of variance (Levene's test, p > 0.05) was tested for all continuous variables (data not shown). For variables where n > 300, Fisher's skewness values of ± 2 and Fisher's kurtosis values of ± 7 indicated that the variable was normally distributed (Kim 2013) . For variables with 50 to 300 participants, a z-score of less than 3.29 for Fisher's skewness and Fisher's kurtosis indicated that the variable was normally distributed. Unless otherwise noted, all variables met the above assumptions. Age was right-skewed as disproportionate number of undergraduate students were recruited. Therefore, a log transformation was performed on the raw age scores. However, log (age) failed to meet the assumption of homogeneity of regression slopes required to include it as a covariate in ANCOVA. As a result, age (years) was binned into 4 similarly sized groups B17-19,^B20-23,^B24-30,^and B31+^to allow application of parametric statistics. Unless otherwise noted, all analyses were carried out using these binned age groups.
Direct comparison of orosensory responsiveness scores was not possible due to differences in scale, tastants, stimulus concentrations, and/or the number of exposures. For all tastants, mean responsiveness scores were calculated for each participant from all replicates (labeled and blind-coded). Next, the mean scores from each cohort were converted to z-scores separately. Lastly, the z-scores for each cohort were combined for final analysis. Temperature responsiveness was averaged across all trials for each combination of location (tongue tip, tongue left, tongue right, lip, and palm) and temperature cycle (warming and cooling). Temperature ratings did not meet the assumption of homogeneity of variance (data not shown); as a result, all analyses on these variables were conducted using nonparametric methods.
In cases where scale use differed across TTS, standardized orosensory and temperature responsiveness scores were used (Part 3). Individual standardization factors (gVAS and gLMS) were generated for each participant by dividing their Bbrightness of the sun when looking directly at it^rating by the mean rating of their cohort (Bartoshuk et al. 2002; Bajec and Pickering 2008) . Raw orosensory and temperature responses were subsequently divided by the appropriate standardization factor and extreme outliers removed (any value 3x greater than the interquartile range above the 3rd quartile; (Kamerud and Delwiche 2007; Bajec and Pickering 2008) . Generally, the participants who were removed scored the brightness of the sun lower than average resulting in a correspondingly low standardization factor. In turn, this disproportionately inflated their standardized taste and temperature responsiveness scores (many scores were 3+ times greater than the total scale length) which would have significantly skewed the results. Overall, for each variable, 2.9-4.6% of the responses were considered outliers and removed from the data set to prevent skewing the data. Finally, as with the unstandardized data, orosensory responsiveness scores were converted to z-scores by cohort.
TTS and PROP Classification
TTS classification schemes differ across the literature. To allow for a comparison between the schemes, the raw TTS responses for each participant were used to populate TTS groups by applying previously reported criteria (Table 1) . Specifically, TTS groups were derived using the classification schemes and methods of Green and George (2004) , Bajec and Pickering (2008) , Yang et al. (2014), and Hort et al. (2016) and will be referred to in order of publication as Schemes A, B, C, and D, respectively. As participants in Schemes C and D were only tested on the tongue tip, responses on the left or right of the tongue tip were ignored when classifying participants under these two schemes. In addition, we assumed that the responses elicited by the 64 mm 2 probe in this study are consistent with those elicited by the smaller 28.26 mm 2 probe used in Schemes C and D (Table 1) . Scheme E, the scheme employed by Skinner et al. (2018) , was not included in the analysis as it relies on three thermal elicitation replicates but only two were available in our data set.
We were also unable to use raw PROP responsiveness scores due to concentration and volume differences across cohorts (Appendix Table S2 ). Instead, each cohort was divided into tertiles based on mean responsiveness scores. Percentiles were calculated based on the closest observations to the 33rd and 66th percentiles and were used to separate the groups. From the least responsive to most responsive tertile, participants were categorized as hypo-tasters, medium-tasters, and hyper-tasters using the approach of Pickering and Hayes (2017) . Tertiles from different cohort were subsequently combined for final analysis.
Data Analysis
All data analysis was performed using XLSTAT Version 19.02 (Addinsoft, NY, USA) and Microsoft® Excel® for Mac 2011 (Microsoft ®, ON, Canada). Significance for all analyses was set at p = 0.05.
Part 1-Comparison of TT and TnT
The aim of Part 1 was to verify trends in orosensory responsiveness reported in prior literature using a much larger sample size (n = 708). As all previous studies have excluded NC, they were also excluded from Part 1. All analyses were conducted using TTS classification Scheme B because it is the method most frequently used in the literature. In addition, the methodology used for thermal elicitation corresponds to Scheme B.
To test for associations with TTS, chi-squared contingency tests were performed for categorical age, gender, ethnicity, and PTS with Fisher's exact test as a post hoc test. A Student's t test was also performed to confirm the age difference between TT and TnT using log(age). In order to determine if scale use differed between TT and TnT, Student's t tests were conducted on the remembered sensation Bthe brightness of the sun when looking directly at it^as rated on both the gVAS and gLMS.
Differences in orosensory responsiveness were examined using Student's t test with z-scores as the dependent variables and TTS as the independent variable. In order to account for possible confounding variables, four-way ANOVAs including all two-way interactions were performed on orosensory zscores, using TTS, categorical age, ethnicity, and gender as independent variables. In order to improve the power of the model, nonsignificant interaction terms were excluded and the analyses re-run. Means in all ANOVAs were examined using Tukey's HSD. To assess the relative effect of age, gender, ethnicity, and PTS compared to TTS on orosensory responsiveness, Eta-squared values were derived from a five-way ANOVA with all two-way interactions included. The effect size is considered small, medium, or large, when Eta-squared values exceed 0.01, 0.06, or 0.140, respectively (Lakens 2013) . Differences in temperature responsiveness between TT and TnT were tested using Mann-Whitney U tests with critical values of 13,775 and 19,947 for nonlingual (palm/lip) ratings and tongue ratings (middle, left, right), respectively.
Part 2-Comparison of Classification Schemes
The aim of Part 2 was to determine if differences in orosensory responsiveness between TT and TnT are similar regardless of the classification scheme employed. In order to compare TTS classification schemes, inter-judge concordance in the assignment of participants as TT, TnT, and NC was assessed using Fleiss' kappa (κ). The analysis was repeated using only Schemes B, C, and D to determine if concordance improved for these schemes in which NC were allowed. Finally, pairwise comparisons of all schemes using Cohen's kappa (κ) were completed to assess the concordance more closely. The quality of the agreement was deemed poor (κ < 0.200), fair (κ = 0.201-0.400), moderate (κ = 0.401-0.600), good (κ = 0.601-0.800), or very good (κ = 0.801-1.0 after Kwiecien et al. (2011) . As participants' TTS could vary with classification scheme, mean orosensory responsiveness values were calculated for each scheme.
Part 3-Characterization of NC
The aim of Part 3 was to characterize NC and to establish best practices for their classification in future studies. Scheme B was selected for TTS classification as it was the only scheme to test all three lingual locations and include a provision for the classification of NC (Table 1 ). In addition, the highest percentage of NCs is reported in Scheme B (Pickering and Klodnicki 2016) . Differences in gVAS and gLMS use between TT, TnT, and NC were examined using Kruskal-Wallis for the remembered sensation Bthe brightness of the sun when looking directly at it. The Steel-Dwass-Critchlow-Fligner procedure was used as a post hoc test. As scale use differed between NC and TT, standardized orosensory and temperature responsiveness data was used for this part. Differences in orosensory responsiveness between TT, TnT, and NC were tested with 1-way ANOVAs with Tukey's HSD as the means separation test. Similarly, differences in temperature responsiveness were assessed using Kruskal-Wallis.
In order to further elucidate the question of whether NC are a standalone TTS group or misclassified TT or TnT, concordance between the first and second replicates of thermal elicitation was determined using Fleiss' Kappa. As concordance was only moderate for NC, we examined whether NC could be grouped into sub-categories based on their responses to thermal elicitation. First, NC were divided into participants that provided at least one above Bweak^taste response to thermal elicitation (NC -AW) and those with taste responses below Bweak^only (NC -BWO). Second, NC were divided based on the reproducibility of a taste response during thermal elicitation. Participants who reported the same taste, at the same location regardless of intensity, were defined as reproducible (NC -REP) and all others were defined as nonreproducible (NC -NoREP). Differences in orosensory and temperature responsiveness based on the intensity (TT, TnT, NC -AW, NC -BWO) and reproducibility (TT, TnT, NC -REP, NC -NoREP) of thermal responses were tested with ANOVA and Kruskal-Wallis, as described in the previous paragraph.
Results
Part 1-Comparison of TT and TnT
Classification of participants using Scheme B resulted in 218 TT, 183 TnT, and 307 NC (Table 3) . With access to a large data set (n = 708), our first aim was to re-examine the findings previously reported with respect to the general characteristics and orosensory responsiveness of TT and TnT. As NC have always been excluded in previous literature, we only tested TT and TnT.
Age, Gender, Ethnicity, and PTS Log(age) differed significantly between TT and TnT when tested with a Student's t test (n = 394, p[t = 2.46] = 0.015).
While the range of ages (years) was similar for both TT (18-68) and TnT (17-75), mean and median ages were lower for TT (x = 24.8 ± 9.2, med = 21) than TnT (x = 27.0 ± 10.7, med = 23). Categorical age and TTS were also significantly associated based on chi-squared contingency analysis (n = 394, p[χ 2 = 8.54] = 0.036). Post hoc tests revealed there were significantly more TT and less TnT than expected by chance in the 17-19-year-old group, while there were fewer TT among 24 to 30 year olds than expected. An overall trend of TT being over represented and TnT underrepresented in 17-23 year olds was also observed, with the opposite trend apparent in those ≥ 24 years old. As the trends for categorical age and log(age) were consistent, the categorical age bins were deemed suitable for use in subsequent analyses.
Chi-square contingency tests showed no association between gender (n = 401, p[χ 2 = 1.59] = 0.207), ethnicity (n = 400, p[χ 2 = 0.29] = 0.593), or PTS (n = 401, p[χ 2 = 3.86] = 0.145) and TTS. Student's t tests indicated that ratings of Bthe brightness of the sun when looking directly at it^did not differ between TT and TnT on the gVAS (n = 335, p[t = 2.29] = 0.389) or gLMS (n = 400, p[1.62] = 0.499). As a result, temperature and orosensory responsiveness were not standardized prior to further analyses.
Scale Use and Orosensory Responsiveness
Student's t test showed that orosensory responsiveness differed significantly between TT and TnT for sweet (n = 401, p[t = 2.45] = 0.015), sour (n = 401, p[t = 2.38] = 0.018), bitter (n = 401, p[t = 2.07] = 0.039), salty (n = 321, p[t = 2.08] = 0.038), metallic (n = 158, p[t = 2.95] = 0.004), and astringency (n = 191, p[t = 1.98] = 0.049). In all cases, TT were more N o n -C a u c a s i a n 4 0 3 0 8 5 4 7 3 8 3 4 5 1
Not reported 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 responsive than TnT (Fig. 1) , a trend that was mirrored for umami responsiveness (n = 335, p[t = 1.75] = 0.081). The impact of age, gender, ethnicity, and TTS on orosensory responsiveness was evaluated using a four-way ANOVA. TT were significantly more responsive than TnT to sweet (n = 393, p[F = 5.43] = 0.020), sour (n = 393, p[F = 4.65] = 0.028), and metallic (n = 153, p[F = 5.57] = 0.011) stimuli. Females were more responsive to sour than males (n = 393, p[F = 4.31] = 0.035). No other main effects for age, gender, ethnicity, or TTS were found. There were no significant 2-way interactions except for an age*gender effect for metallic responsiveness (n = 153, p[F = 14.72] = 0.001), which was higher for males than females aged 17-19, 24-30, and 31+, but lower for males than females aged 20-23.
Eta-squared values for age, gender, ethnicity, TTS, and PTS are summarized in Table 4 .
Effect sizes were greatest for PTS with medium effects calculated for salty and astringent, and small effects for other orosensations. In addition, small effect sizes were found for TTS (sweet, sour, and metallic), age (salty, umami, metallic, and astringent), gender (sour), and ethnicity (metallic). The relative order of effect sizes for TTS, age, gender, and ethnicity varied with orosensation.
Temperature Responsiveness
Mann-Whitney U tests showed that nonlingual temperature responsiveness differed significantly between TT and TnT when the palm was warmed (n = 335, p[U = 15,502.5] = 0.049) and cooled (n = 335, p[U = 16,460 .0] = 0.002) and when the lip was cooled (n = 335, p[U = 17,076.0] = 0.0002). In all cases, TT were more responsive than TnT (Fig. 2) , a trend that was also observed with warming of the lip. Similarly, TT were more responsive for thermal stimulation of the tongue) when the tip (n = 401, p[U = 16,210 .5] = 0.001), the right (n = 401, p[U = 15,888.5] = 0.0004), and the left was warmed (n = 401, p[U = 16,425 .5] = 0.002), and when the tip (n = 401, p[U = 16,805 .5] = 0.007), the right (n = 401, p[U = 16,034.0] = 0.001), and the left was cooled (n = 401, p[U = 16,743 .5] = 0.006) (Fig. 2) .
Part 2-Comparison of Classification Schemes
The proportion of participants classified as TT, TnT, and NC differed between the classification schemes ( Fig. 3) . Overall concordance was moderate, (κ = 0.406) with a total of 219 Gender 0.005 0.010 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.009 Ethnicity 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.001 0.002 0.024 0.002 TTS 0.011 0.010 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.019 0.008 PTS 0.034 0.012 0.017 0.088 0.044 0.042 0.061
Small and medium sized effects are denoted in italics participants (31%) being consistently classified as TT (8%), TnT (23%), or NC (0%) in all classification schemes. Agreement between the schemes was higher for TT (κ = 0.554) and TnT (κ = 0.456) than for NC (κ = 0.234). The lower concordance for NC is attributable at least in part to the absence of a NC grouping in Scheme A, leading us to assess the concordance between the other schemes. Four hundred fifty-four participants (64%) were consistently classified under Schemes B, C, and D, resulting in good overall concordance (κ = 0.618). Concordance was improved for TnT and NC but was reduced for TT. Participants whose TTS was not consistent under Schemes B, C, and D were represented as TT/NC (26%), TnT/NC (7%), TT/TnT (2%), and TT/NC/TnT (1%). Pairwise comparisons showed that agreement between schemes ranged from poor (A and C), to fair (A and B; A and D), to moderate (B and C) to good (B and D; C and D), with full details given in Table 5 . As the level of concordance differed across the schemes, mean orosensory responsiveness was calculated (Fig. 4) . Mean z-scores were positive for TT and negative for TnT for all orosensations under all schemes; regardless of scheme or orosensation, TT were more responsive than TnT.
Part 3-Characterization of NC
Demographic characterization of NC using Scheme B showed similar proportions of males (n = 102) and females (n = 204) to that observed for TT and TnT (Table 3 ). In contrast, the proportion of Non-Caucasians was higher for NC (28%) than TT (18%) and TnT (16%). While the age range of NC (18-67 years) was similar to TT and TnT, the mean and median ages of NC (x = 25.2 ± 9.1, med = 22) was intermediate to TT and TnT. ANOVA indicated that ratings of Bthe brightness of the sun when looking directly at it^differed significantly by TTS for the gVAS (n = 580, p[F = 8.18] = 0.017) and approached significance for the gLMS (n = 707, p[F = 5.84] = 0.054). Post hoc test tests indicated NC scale use was lower than TnT on the gVAS and lower than TT on the gLMS. In addition, even when not significant, the mean rank and mean ratings of NCs were lower than TT and TnT. The mean orosensory responsiveness of NC was between that of TT and TnT for all orosensations except astringency where NC had the lowest responsiveness (Fig. 5a ). TT ratings for sour were significantly higher than those of TnT ((n = 686, p[F = 3.51] = 0.030)), while sweet (n = 687, p[F = 2.35] = 0.096), bitter (n = 684, p[F = 2.89] = 0.056), salty (n = 570, p[F = 2.87] = 0.058), and metallic (n = 353, p[F = 2.76] = 0.064) approached significance.
The relative order of temperature responsiveness varied between TT, TnT, and NC (Fig. 5b) . In all cases except the warming of the lip, TT were more responsive than TnT. Kruskal-Wallis demonstrated that significant differences were found for warming of the right (n = 691, p[K = 11.34] = 0.003) and left (n = 686, p[K = 7.71] = 0.021) of the tongue. Post hoc tests showed TT were significantly more responsive than TnT for both locations but TT were only more responsive than NC on the right side. Differences in temperature responsiveness approached significance for the warming of the tongue tip (n = 678, p[K = 5.38] = 0.068) and the cooling of the right side of the tongue ((n = 686, p[K = 5.31] = 0.070).
When participants are tested for thermal taste, two replicates of the thermal elicitation procedure are required. We treated each replicate as a separate trial to determine the concordance. Overall concordance was good (κ = 0.468) with a total of 550 participants (78%) being consistently classified as TT (n = 275, 39%), TnT (n = 183, 26%), or NC (n = 92, 13%). Agreement between the replicates was higher for TT (κ = 0.674) and TnT (κ = 0.765) than for NC (κ = 0.468). The remaining participants were classified as TT/NC (n = 87, 12%), TnT/NC (n = 43, 6%), or TT/TnT (n = 28, 4%).
Importance of Intensity in Thermal Taste Responses
The relevance of the intensity rating of taste(s) elicited during thermal stimulation on orosensory and temperature responsiveness in NC was assessed by dividing them into two groups; NC-AW (n = 172) and NC-BWO (n = 135). NC-AW were participants that had provided a minimum of one above Bweak^thermal taste response during either replicate while NC-BWO provided ratings of below Bweak^for both replicates. Two response scenarios qualified NC for a NC-AW categorization. They either gave an above Bweak^response during one of the replicates (n = 115), or above Bweak^responses during both replicates but for different orosensations or locations (n = 57). Demographic details of NC-AW and NC-BWO are provided in Table 3 . In general, the orosensory responsiveness of NC-AW mirrored that of TT and that of NC-BWO mirrored that of TnT (Fig. 6a ). ANOVA showed that orosensory responsiveness between the four groups differed significantly for sweet (n = 677, p[F = 2.92] = 0.033), sour (n = 676 p[F = 4.62] = 0.003), bitter (n = 684, p[F = 5.07] = 0.002), and umami (n = 560, p[F = 3.78] = 0.010), while salty (n = 570, p[F = 2.52] = 0.057) and astringent (n = 339, p[F = 2.56] = 0.055) approached significance. Similar to orosensory responsiveness, a trend of NC-AW rating temperature as more intense than NC-BWO was observed (Fig. 6b ). Kruskal-Wallis 
Importance of Reproducibility in Thermal Taste Responses
In addition to intensity, in most studies, the taste reported during thermal stimulation must be reproducible in order for an individual to be classified as a TT. Therefore, we sought to determine if the reproducibility of the sensation reported by NC during thermal elicitation associated with their temperature and orosensory responsiveness, regardless of the intensity of sensation experienced. NC were divided into those who reported the same taste quality at the same location during both thermal elicitation sessions (NC-REP; n = 149), and all other NC (NC-NoREP; n = 158). Three response scenarios qualified NC for a NC-REP categorization. Participants could report reproducible taste sensations that were below Bweakô n the gLMS for both replicates (n = 78), and the intensity of the replicates could vary with one replicate above Bweak^and one below Bweak^^(n = 30) or a combination of both (n = 41). Demographic details of NC-REP and NC-NoREP are provided in Table 3 . Fig. 4 Mean orosensory responsiveness (z-score ± standard error of the mean) of thermal tasters (TT) and thermal nontasters (TnT) for all classification schemes (A, Green and George (2004) , B, Bajec and Pickering (2008) , C, Yang et al. (2014) , and D, Hort et al. (2016) In general, for familiar orosensations (sweet, sour, bitter and salty) the responsiveness of TT and NC-REP, and of TnT and NC-NoREP were similar (Fig. 7a ). For the more unfamiliar orosensations (umami, metallic, and astringent), the responsiveness of NC-REP and NC-NoREP was similar to each other. ANOVA showed that orosensory responsiveness between the four groups differed significantly for sour (n = 686 p[F = 3.20] = 0.023) and salty (n = 570, p[F = 2.65] = 0.048). While no significant difference was found for umami, metallic, or astringency, sweet (n = 687, p[F = 2.20] = 0.087) and bitter (n = 684, p[F = 2.28] = 0.078) approached significance. In contrast to orosensory responsiveness, a trend of TT and NC-NoREP, and TnT and NC-REP rating temperature responses similarly was found (Fig. 7b ). Significant differences exist between the four groups using Kruskal-Wallis for warming (n = 691, p[K = 13.18] = 0.004) and cooling of the right side of the tongue (n = 686, p[K = 9.76] = Fig. 5 (a) Mean orosensory responsiveness (z-score ± standard error of the mean) of thermal tasters (TT), thermal nontasters (TnT), and nonclassifiables (NC) to aqueous solutions of tastants. Differences tested by ANOVA. (b) Mean temperature responsiveness (± standard error of the mean) of TT, TnT, and NC after warming (W) or cooling (C) cycles on the palm, lip and tongue (T tip, R right, L left) . Vertical lines indicate the position of anchor terms on the gLMS. Differences tested using Kruskal-Wallis. Means with different letters differ (NS nonsignificant, * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001) 0.021) and for cooling of the left side of the tongue (n = 686, p[K = 9.88] = 0.020). No differences were found for the warming and cooling of the palm, and the cooling of the lip.
When reproducibility and intensity are used together to classify NC, similar sample sizes are obtained: NC-AW/REP (n = 87), NC-AW/NoREP (n = 85), NC-BWO/REP (n = 62), and NC-BWO/NoREP (n = 73, Fig. 3 ).
Discussion
Part 1-Comparison of TT and TnT
Age, Gender, Ethnicity, and PTS TT were on average 2.2 years younger than TnT. To our knowledge, this is the first report of an age difference; previous studies that have examined the relationship between TTS and age found no effect (Bajec and Pickering 2008; Pickering and Kvas 2016) . As these previously published results were based on data from our Cohorts 6 and 8, it is likely that the small but significant difference in age was not found in those studies due to lack of power in the analyses. As only 19% of our sample was above the age of 30, targeted recruitment of participants over 30 years in future studies would aid in determining the extent and ecological validity of this result.
In the interim, this finding suggests that age should be controlled for in analysis of TTS data, by for instance, including it as a covariate. This may be particularly salient when examining relationships between TTS and other factors known to vary with age, such as sensory sensitivity and responsiveness (Mojet et al. 2001) .
No differences in gender were found between TT and TnT, consistent with several other reports (Bajec and Pickering 2008; Pickering et al. 2010b; Pickering and Kvas 2016) , including one study from outside our lab using independently obtained data (Yang et al. 2014) . This finding suggests that the mechanisms underpinning thermal tasting may be independent of gender. No difference in the proportion of TT and TnT was found between Caucasian and non-Caucasians. While on the surface this suggests that ethnicity and TTS are not associated, it is possible that our grouping of all non-Caucasian participants into a single category may be masking potential relationships.
No association between PTS and TTS was found, in agreement with the trends reported in other studies from our lab Pickering 2008, 2010; Pickering et al. 2010b; Bering et al. 2013) , and independent data (Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) . Additionally, this null result is consistent with genetic data, with Bering et al. (2013) finding no relationship between TTS and the TAS2R38 and Gustin genotypes that are associated with PROP responsiveness Calo et al. 2011) . In contrast when ratings are treated as continuous, PROP was rated as more intense by TT than TnT (Green and George 2004) . The inconsistency may be due to TTS classification differences between studies. While Green and George (2004) combined NC and TnT, most other studies have excluded NC. It is possible that the reduced responsiveness to PROP by TnT may be driven by NC, a hypothesis that should be investigated in future studies.
Scale Use and Orosensory Responsiveness
The finding that TT and TnT use scales in a similar way agrees with Green and George (2004) , confirming that scale use differences do not account for the variation in orosensory responsiveness between these phenotypes. TT were more responsive to suprathreshold orosensations than TnT, consistent with published results for Cohort 6 (Bajec and Pickering 2008) and independently obtained data (Green and George 2004; Green et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) . Therefore, previous findings that have trended in this direction but failed to reach significance (Green et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) have likely simply been underpowered. The lack of a significant difference between TT and TnT for umami responsiveness is unexpected. The lack of a TTS effect cannot be explained by low stimulus intensity as all tastants were approximately equi-intense (data not shown). However, as the means ± SE do not overlap, TT have a positive z-score and TnT have a negative z-score; this finding does not contradict the overall trend. These findings provide strong support for the hypothesis that TT have an orosensory advantage over TnT for suprathreshold orosensory stimuli. Despite the fact that variation in orosensory perception influences our relationship with food (e.g., preferences, intake, emotional responses) and diet-related outcomes (reviewed in Garcia-Bailo et al. 2009; Hayes et al. 2013; Tepper 2008) , our understanding of the impact of TTS remains limited.
In the 4-way ANOVAs, the lack of significant interactions between TTS and gender, ethnicity, or PTS further supports the independence of each variable from TTS. It is possible that the TTS*Gender interaction in the perception of salty and TTS*Ethnicity interaction of astringency in the perception reported by Bajec and Pickering (2008) were Type I errors.
Eta-squared values are useful because they calculate the proportion of variation within a data set than can be explained by group membership for each factor (i.e., when η 2 = 0.10, 10% of the variation is explained by the corresponding factor; Lakens 2013). In this study, PTS has a larger effect on orosensory responsiveness than TTS, confirming the trend previously reported for Cohort 6 (Bajec and Pickering 2008) . It is also noteworthy that no large effects were reported, and that total variation for each orosensation explained by all variables ranged from 3 to 11%. Together, these findings suggest that additional factors are needed to fully account for variation in orosensory responsiveness, as well as highlighting the complexity of orosensory perception.
Temperature Responsiveness
The greater responsiveness of TT to lingual temperature changes is consistent with previous results from Cohort 6 (Bajec and Pickering 2008) and independent data (Hort et al. 2016) . In contrast with Green and George (2004) , TT were also more responsive to warming and cooling at two nonlingual sites. The conflicting results can likely be attributed to differences in the definition of TnT or sample size. If the difference in temperature responsiveness is generalizable to other parts of the body, it may provide indirect evidence for the role of TRPM5 in mediating thermally induced sweetness. Additionally, these finding may be explored future in a wider examination of how temperature-sensing mechanisms and associated genes not connected with taste perception may vary with TTS. Given that the warming and cooling cycles used in these protocols may also elicit pain (Green 2004) , the potentially confounding influence of pain pathways should also be considered in interpreting these results.
The coolness elicited by cold/frozen food when taken into the mouth and the re-warming of the tongue after it is swallowed may be similar to the temperature changes experienced during the thermal elicitation procedures. This raises the possibility that TT may experience thermally induced tastes during the consumption of cold or frozen products. This speculation should be investigated further, including the possibility that thermal taste(s) elicited by cold foods and beverages may associate with liking and consumption. Similarly, TT may experience thermally induced tastes when eating warm or hot products. The maximum temperature used in thermal elicitation protocols is close to body temperature (40°C) and below the serving temperature for many warm or hot products. Therefore, more research is required to determine if TT and TnT react similarly to these products. It remains to be determined what effect the advantage experienced by TT from warming and cooling areas outside the oral cavity has under more ecologically valid contexts outside of eating and drinking.
Part 2-Comparison of Classification Schemes
As expected, concordance is highest between schemes that use similar classification approaches. Scheme A is most concordant with Scheme B as both tested for a thermal elicitation response at three lingual locations and required the same thermally induced taste to be reported in duplicate trials. Similarly, Schemes C and D, which only tested one location but did not require the same thermally induced taste sensation to be reported, were most concordant. Testing three locations led to the identification of more TT (198-218 vs 64-209) but fewer TnT (183 vs 215). Thus, testing three locations on the tongue in future studies should reduce the risk of a TT being classified as a NC or TnT, and reduce the false identification of TT or NC as TnT. However, our study did not take into account the size of the probe used for thermal stimulation. Most studies, including this one, tested participants in 3 locations using a 64 mm 2 probe, while others tested one location (tip) using a 28.26 mm 2 probe (Yang et al. 2014; Hort et al. 2016) . It is possible that the larger 256 mm 2 probe used by Skinner et al. (2018) and Yang et al. (2018) simultaneously stimulated more than one of the three lingual sites traditionally examined separately during testing. Further study is required to determine if the same level of discrimination between TTS groups can be achieved with the larger probe.
It is currently unclear if the mechanism underlying thermal taste during warming and cooling cycles is the same. TRPM5 may be associated with sweet thermal tasting during warming (Talavera et al. 2005 ), suggesting that the mechanism may be specific to individual tastes and/or temperature regimes. Until the mechanism(s) underlying thermal tasting is well understood, requiring participants to report a thermal taste during both warming and cooling cycles in order to qualify as a TT (e.g., Scheme C) is not recommended. The inclusion of NC in classification procedures (rather than dumping them in with TnT) greatly increased the concordance between schemes and is also recommended in future studies. As TT were more responsive to orosensory stimuli under all schemes, the requirement for TT to report the same taste sensation in replicate trials may not be necessary. Further research is required to determine if TT are a homogenous group, but is beyond the scope of this paper. Orosensory responsiveness patterns for TT and TnT were similar across Schemes A, B, C, and D, giving confidence that the main findings from studies on orosensation and TTS that appear in the literature to date can be compared.
Part 3-Characterization of NC
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to characterize NC because it is difficult to interpret their data. Early publications based on Scheme A did not include NC, instead all participants who were not classified as TT were classified as TnT. This definition of TnT is problematic because a subset of individuals do in fact report experiencing thermally induced tastes that are low in intensity or not reproducible. As such, these individuals were re-classified as NC in subsequent studies and excluded, in order to produce TnT groups with homogenous response patterns (Bajec and Pickering 2008) . NC should be included in future studies as they represented up to 60% of individuals within this study. Also, including NC may also assist in understanding the mechanisms underlying thermal taste.
A higher proportion of NC were non-Caucasian than compared to TT and TnT. As the non-Caucasian group was highly diverse, the implications of this result remain unclear and further study is required. The trend of NC being intermediate in age, orosensory responsiveness, and temperature responsiveness to TT and TnT may suggest that NC represent a distinct phenotypical group. More likely, the trend may suggest that NC are misclassified TT and TnT for whom averaged data yields intermediate responses.
Interestingly, NC rated the Bbrightness of the sun^significantly lower than TT on the gLMS, despite the fact that the scale is generalized. More research is required to determine how standardizing the thermally elicited responses, which are collect on the gLMS, would impact the proportions of individuals classified at TT and NC.
During thermal elicitation, two replicates are used to classify participants. In order to determine if one replicate is sufficient to determine TTS, we treated each replicate as independent. Overall concordance was good (κ = 0.468) but 22% of participants were classified into different groups across the two replicates. In addition, 4% of participants were classified as TT during both replicates when considered separately but would be considered NC when the replicates are combined under classification schemes where the same taste sensation needs to be reported across trials. In order to avoid the misclassification of participants, we recommend using a minimum of two replicates to determine TTS.
Importance of Intensity and Reproducibility in Thermal Taste Responses
In most classification schemes, a valid thermal taste response is obtained when participants rate the intensity of a taste above Bweak^on the gLMS. When included as a requirement for TT, the minimum intensity offers greater confidence that the taste response reported is real rather than a response bias by the participant. However, Skinner et al. (2018) argued that the choice of Bweak^as a cut-off point was arbitrary as it was not based on empirical evidence. Furthermore, when this requirement was removed by Skinner et al. (2018) , 5% of TT identified would otherwise have been NC. To examine the effect of how this minimum score criterion ('threshold') influences TTS classification, we divided the groups into participants that experience an above threshold response (NC-AW) and those that do not (NC-BWO), regardless of the reproducibility of their scores. Interestingly for both temperature and orosensory responsiveness, NC-AW were more responsive than NC-BWO, suggesting that NC-AW and NC-BWO may be misclassified TT and TnT, respectively.
Two replicates of thermal taste elicitation are performed during testing. While TT and TnT are consistently classified in both trials, NC may or may not be consistent in both trials. Under Schemes A, B, and E, a reproducible thermal taste occurs when the same orosensation is reported at the same location during the same temperature regime. This is a requirement for TT as reproducibility offers greater confidence that the thermal taste reported is real. Following this logic, NC were divided into NC-REP and NC-NoREP, regardless of the intensity of the sensation. While NC-REP were more responsive than NC-NoREP to orosensations, the opposite trend was observed for temperature responsiveness, response patterns not typical of miscategorised TT and TnT.
Together, the differences in orosensory and temperature responsiveness of the four NC subgroups confirm that NC cannot be considered a homogenous group. While some NC subgroups had similar responsiveness patterns to TT and TnT (NC-AW and NC-BWO), others did not (NC-REP and NC-NoREP). The contrasting results likely suggest that some NCs are misclassified. Further analysis and testing would be required to validate any proposed NC subgroups and would be greatly aided by a better understanding of the mechanism(s) underlying thermal taste. Ideally, four groups of NC would be maintained in future research; NC-AW/REP, NC-AW/NoREP, NC-BWO/REP, and NC-BWO/NoREP. As NC are heterogeneous in their orosensory responsiveness, the homogeneity of TT should also be investigated, but is beyond the scope of this study.
Based on these findings, it appears acceptable to increase sample sizes in future studies by combining NC-AW with TT and NC-BWO with TnT, but this should be limited to investigations aimed at understanding orosensory or temperature responsiveness. Ideally, data would be analyzed using all four groups first, and only combined if the NC-AW and NC-BWO response patterns are similar to those of TT and TnT, respectively. Caution should be applied when using this approach to examine other associates of TTS until analysis of the responses of the NC subgroups are completed, and the mechanism(s) underlying thermal tasting are more fully elucidated.
Conclusion
A large sample size allowed for confirmation of trends reported in the literature on thermal taste status. Importantly, we show that TT report higher responsiveness to a wide range of orosensory stimuli compared to TnT regardless of the TTS classification scheme used. After comparing the main classification schemes used in the field, we conclude that all three locations on the tongue (tip, left, right) should be tested during thermal elicitation procedures. However, further research is required to determine if the three locations can be stimulated simultaneously using a larger probe. In addition, two or more replications of each location/temperature regime should be performed. NC are an important group with heterogeneic orosensory responsiveness, and represent up to 60% of the population. Future research should consider incorporating NC subgroups in analyses in order to significantly boost sample size, although the approaches used for reclassifying NC should be informed by the aims of the study and the guidelines outlined in this paper.
